Ford escort 2.0

The Ford Escort Mk2 made its mark in Europe as one of the very best family saloon cars and left
its mark on the World Rally Championship from the s to the s. The Escort Mk2 is, of course, the
second iteration of the iconic Escort model by Ford. The project for the Mk2 started in after
being developed by two arms of the Ford empire; Ford Britain and Ford Germany. We are glad
that the car was a lot better than its given code-name. The Escort Mk2 was released with the
learnings from the Escort Mk1. The Mk2 was more economical and Ford offered a wide range of
engines, trim levels, and body types. Ford offered the Mk2 in 4 different types of body, a 2 or
4-door saloon, a 3-door estate, or a 2-door commercial van. The powertrain layout was
unchanged from its predecessor in having a front-engined and rear-wheel-drive layout. The Mk2
had a revised underbody design as Ford had learned its lesson after its development on the
Mk1. However, the Mk2 still used a leaf spring suspension system at the rear despite some of its
contemporary competitors moving over to using a coil spring suspension system instead. In
and , the latter being the final year of production of the Mk2 in Britain, Ford brought three new
models out. These were special editions named; Linnet, Harrier, and Goldcrest. The Mk2 came
with a range of engine models to match its versatility in trim-levels as well. The Mk2 came with
either a 1. The Mk2 came in six different trim levels. The mainstream base models of L and GL
which were a 2-door and a 4-door estate. Ford was able to achieve a total of 20 round victories
from to with the use of the specially-built RS These RS models were purely to go rallying in. In ,
Ford swapped the 1. The Escort Mk3 was given the award for European Car of the Year in , Ford
certainly didn't give up on its previous success with the Escort badge. The Mk3 came with a
similar range of versatile body shapes and powertrains. Ford also continued its Rally heritage
with the problematic RS T which had a turbocharged 1. This model was meant to compete in
Group-B of the World Rally Championship but due to the issues during development Ford was
forced to bin it and start anew. A car in which you would see parked on a street corner and then
racing around the British Touring Car Championship. A common theme throughout the Escort
era is the commonality of the car and name yet having a thoroughbred nature. The Ford Escort
name combination would only last up until with the final Mk6 generation of Escorts. But over its
lifetime Ford gave us some truly legendary cars. The Escort RS Cosworth is the stand out which
had a bhp 2. Eventually, Ford seemed to give up on the versatility and competition mindset with
their Rallying versions. Jack is a motorsport fanatic with a keen interest in the technical, and
entertainment side of Formula 1. Anything where an engine and racing is involved, you'll catch
him intently watching. In his free time, he is writing scripts about motorsports or whatever
catches his imagination. By Jack Milburn Published Jan 16, Share Share Tweet Email Comment.
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fanatic with a keen interest in the technical, and entertainment side of Formula 1. Sharing its
name with the third-generation European Ford Escort , the model line is the first front-wheel
drive Ford developed and sold in North America. Overcoming the tarnished reputation for
quality and safety established by the fuel tank defect of the Pinto, the Escort became highly
successful in the American marketplace. After , the model line became the best-selling car in
the United States, a position it held during most of the s. The replacement of the Pinto by the
Escort was the first Ford model line to adapt front-wheel drive. The Escort was produced across
three generations. Introduced for , the second generation became a near-twin of the
Mazda-designed Ford Laser a model line sold in Asia and Oceania ; sharing a platform and
powertrain with the Mazda , the Escort grew into the compact car segment. The second
generation was also sold as the Mercury Tracer. For , the third generation was an extensive
redesign of the second-generation platform Escort sedan, introducing the ZX2 coupe; Mercury
continued to sell the Tracer sedan and wagon. For the model year, the Ford Focus succeeded
the Escort as the compact model line as a new-generation "world car"; after the model year, the
Escort shifted primarily to fleet sales, ending production after the model year. The first North
American Escort went on sale on October 3, , for the model year, along with its corporate twin,
the Mercury Lynx. The Escort was available with an "SS" package that included blacked-out
trim, a special stripe and decal package, upgraded brakes, and wider tires. The car was
freshened in , and added Ford's blue oval logo for the first time along with a new grille. In March
an HO high output version of the engine was added, originally only in the EXP and with an
automatic transmission, but soon thereafter available with a manual and also in the sporting
Escort GT which had replaced the SS. In addition to the HO engine, the GT featured cosmetic
changes such as "GT" emblems and stripes, while under the shell there were uprated brakes
and a close-ratio four-speed gearbox. For , the GLX model was dropped and replaced with a
fuel-injected LX model, available as a five-door hatchback or wagon, with a GT engine, blackout
trim, and styled cast aluminum wheels. The interior received a new dashboard, and new rubber
shift boots for manual models; automatic models received new gear selector levers with
straight lines for gear selection instead of the twisting "? Although the basic silhouette was the

same, it was almost completely different from the European version, apart from the Ford CVH
engine. There was a 1. It also came with a five-speed transmission, TRX handling package, front
and rear spoilers, metric-sized alloy wheels and fog lights. Also beginning with the model year,
the Ford EXP received the option of the turbocharged 1. GT models featured high output
engines with revised intake manifolds, cylinder heads and real headers available only with
manual transmissions. The Lynx was retired for , but was replaced by the Mazda -derived
"Tracer" model. This Mazda platform was revamped in and debuted as the Mazda Protege. The
Escort saw another minor facelift in mid, which smoothed out the front and rear fascias.
Three-door hatchback models had curving windowlines along the sides towards the rear of the
cars. The engine was also updated with a slightly revised camshaft and roller lifters. The new
design is commonly referred to as the " Finding some popularity during the final three years of
this generation was the Pony model, which was the least-expensive U. Pony models used
plainer interior trim with greater use of vinyl and plastic instead of cloth, and four-speed manual
transaxles were standard, although buyers could opt for the five-speed found in LX models or
the three-speed ATX automatic. The Mercury Lynx is the Escort's twin. Although the Escort was
now essentially a twin of the Laser instead of the European Escort, it kept the Escort name in
North America due to strong brand equity as well as Chrysler already using the Laser name on
the Plymouth equivalent of the Mitsubishi Eclipse. The prior Escort used localized engines and
shared some elements of design with the European model. The Escort for the s, however, was
almost identical to the Ford Laser and its derivatives, with minor differences in appearance and
base engine. While the Laser featured identical powertrains to the Mazda Familia , the Escort
carried over the 1. Much of the external styling mimicked the first generation Ford Taurus. This
generation of the Escort was one of the first Ford automobiles to feature, on the 1. It also
featured a new electronically controlled four-speed automatic transmission, as well as an
independent rear suspension, both at the time relatively uncommon in cars in this class. The
Mazda-based model sold sluggishly in America at first, since only hatchback models were
offered upon its launch, but became popular later by , after the sedan was introduced, available
in either LX or LX-E trim levels. For the â€” model years, Ford offered the Escort on a "one
price" basis, with the same price for a three- or five-door hatchback, a sedan or a wagon when
equipped with the most popular options three-doors quickly added alloy wheels to the "one
price" specification. The Pony departed in , replaced by the "standard" trim level. The LX and
standard or Pony were equipped with the 1. The Pony or later standard was the base trim level,
lacking most features like power steering or a radio. The LX was the upscale trim level, and a
sport package could be added to make it look like a GT. Subtle differences can be noticed in all
three Escort models sedan, hatchback and wagon from to In , the grill oval hall around the
"Ford" emblem became a little larger in order to allow more air to enter under the hood to cool
the engine. A driver's airbag was introduced in as well, and by , both driver and passenger
airbags were standard with the redesigned dash for the model year. The restyle dropped the
hatchbacks and added a new sporty coupe for the model year. The ZX2 was a much lower-slung
and rakish car than both the Escort sedan and wagon, aimed squarely at the youth market as a
replacement for the Escort GT although lacking the its rear disc brake setup and was built
exclusively at Ford's Hermosillo, Sonora , Mexico, assembly plant. The interior was refreshed
for , and the model was retired after It had a completely redesigned dashboard, and included a
panel that unified the heat and radio controls, similar to that of the third generation Ford Taurus.
The Escort ZX2 coupe featured the 2. Intended for use as the base engine in the larger European
Ford Mondeo and its American cousins, the Ford Contour and Mercury Mystique , the Zetec
gave the ZX2 respectable performance, running 0â€”60 mph in 7. There are subtle differences in
the Escort sedan from to For , the reverse lights were moved into the same piece as the tail
lamps; they were previously below the tail lamp on the body. It was offered in The Escort was
offered in a "sport" package as well. The Mercury Tracer's version was called the "Trio" or
"Sport" depending on the year. A basketweave type of wheel was put on the Tracer Trio while a
flower petal pattern was used on the Tracer Sport. The Escort wagon largely retained the same
body style, gaining only the new interior, front end and fascia, side-view mirrors, door handles,
badging, and slightly restyled taillamps and reflectors. The black window frames on the doors
of some models became body-colored. Both the Escort wagon and the Mercury Tracer sedan
and wagon were discontinued after The Escort sedan was discontinued in , but continued to be
sold as fleet and rental cars only. It was replaced by the Ford Focus [ citation needed ]. The last
Ford Escort rolled off the assembly line on February 20, The last ZX2 rolled off the assembly
line on March 21, In Mexico, it was replaced by the smaller Ford Ikon. For , the four-door sedan
was limited to fleet sales only and the Escort moniker on the Escort ZX2 was quietly dropped,
making the car officially just a two-door notchback coupe. The Ford Focus debuted in in the U.
Though the two cars share the same Zetec engine, there are a few differences. Thanks to better

gearing and less weight, the ZX2 continued to outperform the Focus. Production ceased at the
end of the model year. The suspension bushings were not installed at the factory but instead
packaged with the car for installation at the dealership. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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